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Managing energy use 
Minimising running costs of office equipment 

and related air-conditioning 
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• Office equipment can account 
for up to 70% of the energy 
used in air-conditioned offices 

• Energy efficient equipment 
could halve the £300 million of 
energy used by equipment in 
UK offices 

• Energy efficient office 
equipment can also halve 

air-conditioning costs 

• Substantial savings are 
possible for little or no cost 
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MANAGING ENERGY USE 

Office equipment is now second only to heating as 

the major user of energy in the majority of offices. 

The amount of office equipment is doubling 

every few years, and now consumes around 

£300 million of energy nationally each year. 

Energy costs due to computers, fax machines, 

copiers, vending machines and other office 

equipment can be reduced by more than SO'Vu by 

adopting energy efficiency measures. 

Office equipment typically accounts for more 

than 20% of the energy used, and up to 70'!11 in 

some offices. 

Using energy at current levels creates well over 

3 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (C02) each 

year. (C02 is one of the main gases responsible for 

global warming.) 

If your organisation increases its energy efficiency, 

you can gain because of the environmentally 

friendly image you convey to your stakeholders -

business partners, customers, staff and associates. 

Furthermore, financial savings from energy 

efficiency contribute directly to bottom-line 

profits, thus improving your competitive position. 

To gain greatest success, energy management 

needs to be an everyday part of your corporate 

management. Becoming a signatory of the 

Department of the Environment's 'Making a 

Corporate Commitment' campaign (MACC) will 

help you achieve this. 

This Guide provides managing directors, office 

managers and finance managers with a general 

understanding of office equipment and the energy 

it uses. It also shows how energy costs can be 

reduced for little or no financial outlay. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 give readers the basic concepts 

of office energy management and its implications 

for profitability: 

• the need for an energy policy 

• the importance of understanding office 

equipment when considering cooling designs 

• good everyday management 

• key considerations for new purchases. 

Those who also wish to acquire more detailed 

technical knowledge about energy used by specific 

office machines will find this in chapter 5. 

The total energy consumption that can be attributed to office equipment is made up of: 

• the energy consumed by the equipment 

• the energy needed to remove the waste heat produced by the equipment. 

Inefficient equipment not only uses more energy, it requires more energy to cool the 

extra heat produced. Designers are well aware of this, but tend to make matters 

worse by overestimating the energy used by equipment. Over-specified and less 

efficient cooling systems result. 
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Table 1 Examples of daily use 

u( u.rfit:e equipment 

Figure 1 Varying usage of 

PCs by different staff 

Managers 

Clerks 

Engineers 

Sales staff 

Accountants 

Insurance staff 
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MANAGING ENERGY USE 

2 OFFICE EQUIPMENT IN YOUR ENERGY POLICY 

Good management of office equipment can 

create worthwhile energy savings from existing 

equipment, as well as setting the scene for 

substantially reduced future consumption. 

However, to achieve this needs standard practice 

throughout the organisation. One of the most 

successful ways is to incorporate such practice 

into your organisation's energy policy. 

Your office equipment will probably be a m ixture 

of products from a number of manufacturers, all 

with different characteristics. Most will be used for 

only part of the day (SEE table 1) . 

1--- - -- ---=--
Typical lengtlis of t~me 

1 

--that e~-is-usctf ~':'8Y1--
Item Dally hours of use 

4 hours per day 

1-2 hours per day 

Personal computers 

Printers 

Photocopiers 

Facsimile machines 

Vending machines 

1-2 hours per day 

20-30 minutes per day 

8-10 hours per day 

Use of equipment 

The energy used by all the equipment in an office . 

depends not only on the efficiency of the 

equipment but on: 

• the number of staff working in the office 

• how often they are there 

• how much they use their equipment 

(see figure 1) 

• how the equipment is being operated. 

40 60 80 
Percentage of staff using equipment 

100 

Achieving maximum efficiency for all energy used 

by office equipment can reduce your fuel bills 

typically by 20%, and in some cases, by as much as 

70%. Savings can be achieved at little or no extra 

cost and can usually also result in savings on the 

capital cost of air-conditioning equipment, or even 

its elimination altogether. 

Listed below are a few examples of how to reduce the 

running costs of equipment, efficiently and simply. 

Switching off 

Encourage your staff to switch off equip1ne1il 

whenever it is not being used, providing it is cost 

effective to do so. There are times when it can take 

tnn Jnng tn brine tht:> c:-q1_1!pment b~ck into 

operation for it to be cost effective. All equipment 

should be switched off at night or at weekends 

unless required. 

Energy saving features 

Managers should ensure that energy saving 

features suitable to your organisation - often built 

into equipment - are activated. 

Assistance can be obtained from instruction 

manuals or manufacturers on the following: 

• which equipment has such features 

• the effectiveness of the level of stand-by 

reached 

• how the delays can be set at an appropriate 

level for your operational requirements* 

• the times taken to return to use from stand-by. 

• For PCs, the delay time can usually be set at 

between 3 and 120 mins. Research in Canada 

indicates that computer operational time can be 

reduced by as much as 60% using appropriate 

delay settings to suit your organisation's needs. 

I Regular users • Intermittent users 
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OFFICE EQUIPMENT IN YOUR ENERGY POLICY 

ENERGY SAVINO FEATURES 

Most Item. Q/ office equipment a lteady 

In ·lud energy avlng reatucc~ . om<.' are mo1e 
1Jffect1ve than ot her:s. ome features 
arc au t0mat1 ; some nave to bi! a<:tlva tcd. 

Automatic stand-by mode 

l:.q1.0pmcnt wlll go lnto tand-b mcxi after a 

pcedete~mh\lld period that you o usua ll 
adjm11 . M~)st uni cla down In one or ty.>o 

tage to a tate that c_ uld use a · littJe as l()(lf. of 

more to return to operational tate, depending 

on other characterlsti of th~equlprnimt. om 

models redu e t much lower levels, making 

them far more effective in saving energy. 

Automatic switch-off 

The value of this feature depends on the length 

of time the equipment takes to restart. 

Automatic switch-off can be particularly useful 

when machines are left on overnight. It may not 

be cost effective by day, because of the cost of 

lost staff time awaiting restart. Saving work at 

the time of switch-off is an essential requirement. 

Retrofit power control devices 

Various power control devices can be purchased 

to switch equipment off when not used for a set 

period. The purchase and installation costs may 

be too high, when compared to the value of the 

extra energy saved, for some devices to be 

justified. Some may also waste costly staff time, 

for example, while personal computers are 

rebooted. (An automatic back-up facility may 

also be necessary.) 

YOUR ENERGY POLICY 

An overall energy policy will enable managers to 

maximise the energy saving benefits from office 

equipment. Energy efficiency goals for office 

equipment should be part of the corporate energy 

policy. The policy should cover purchase, 

specification and operation of office equipment 

and cooling systems. If no such policy exists, 

perhaps this is the time to put one in place by 

starting with a policy associated with office 

equipment. The Department of the Environment's 

Good Practice Guide 186, 'Developing an effective 

energy policy', (available from BRECSU, see back 

page for details) provides detailed guidance. 

The policy should include: 

• setting out the corporate objectives and 

targets for office equipment 

• communicating a commitment from the 

top of the organisation to the efficient use 

of energy in offices 

• setting out the responsibilities of those who 

use office equipment 

• setting out the responsibilities of those who 

purchase office equipment to ensure that cost 

effective energy efficient equipment is obtained 

• setting out the responsibilities of those who 

manage the design of cooling arrangements to 

brief designers to allow for the real effects of 

office equipment (see page 7) 

• specifying standards of power consumption to 

be attained 

• maintaining interest in the policy by regular 

communications throughout the organisation 

- posters, staff forums or groups, incentives, 

reporting of successes 

• requiring an annual review at corporate level 

and policy changes where necessary. 

Benefits of the policy 

By implementing a policy which includes energy 

efficient office equipment and cooling, and 

following the principles of this Guide, an 

organisation can obtain: 

• substantial savings from existing equipment 

• even greater future savings by purchasing 

appropriate, new energy efficient office 

equipment 

• reduced capital expenditure on air-conditioning 

or cooling systems 

• lower running costs of air-conditioning or 

cooling systems 

• lower fuel bills - typically 20%, and perhaps 

far more in air-conditioned offices. 

Financial savings will go straight to increasing 

profits or funding other activities. 

I 



MANAGING ENERGY USE 

3 MINIMISING AIR-CONDITIONING COSTS 

In air-conditioned offices it can typically take half as 

much energy again to remove the heat generated by 

office equipment as it takes to run the equipment. 

Thus, an item of equipment using, on average, 

40 watts more than another can cause a total of 

60 watts of energy to be used if cooling is necessary. 

The appendix (page 15) outlines an example which 

shows that designing the air-conditioning to deal 

with thr rral hrot gains from offirr rqnipmrnt ran 

reduce the capital costs of air-conditioning by 20%, 

while running costs can be reduced by 20% each year. 

Overestimating the energy used and the heat 

produced by office equipment can produce 

substantially oversized systems. The air-conditioning 

PCs with VOUs 

Laser printers 

Dot-matrix printers 

Fax machinei; 

0 50 100 

designer will know that if pumps, fans and, possibly, 

chillers of an air-conditioning installation are 

oversized, they will be less efficient. Despite this, air

conditioning designers often believe that the energy 

rating of office equipment is relatively unimportant, 

and frequently use the manufacturer's nameplate 

ruting or 'rule of thumb' estimates. The heat produced 

by equipment can thus be overestimated by a factor of 

three or four. If design safety factors are added to this 

1n proportion, s11hstantial ovrrsi7in~ ran rrs11lt 

Figure 2 shows the average energy used by some 

rn111111011 office d!J!Jlia11L~~ (~xdulli11g ~la11ll-l.Jy). 

Figure 3 illustrates the average power demand 

compared to the nameplate rating levels which occur 

only occasionally, for example, during stru: t-up. 

1 0 200 

Figure 2 Examples of the 

a1111mgB pow11r d11mand11d bJ' 

items of office equipment 

Average power demand (watts) 
• Most equipment to be found in the red band 

PCs with VDUs 

Laser printers 

Dot-matrix printers 

Fax machines 

I 

0 20 ~a. 60 80 

Ratio of average power to nameplate rating % 
• Most equipment to be found in the red band 

100 

Figure 3 The average power 

demanded by equipment can 

be far lower than its 

nameplate rating 
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MINIMISING AIR-CONDITIONING COSTS 

Specifying air-conditioning If the oversized system uses modular chillers it is 

likely that some chillers will be on stand-by. This 

is not necessarily inefficient but it may increase the 

capital cost of the chillers. Pumps and fans will 

Ensure that the designer understands or obtains 

data on: 

also be oversized, unnecessarily increasing 

• the amount and type of office equipment that 

you intend to install, or may need in the future 

• the real power consumption data for this 

office equipment 

both capital costs and running costs for years of 

life. In some cases air-conditioning could be 

avoided altogether. • the building occupancy and anticipated uses . 

The following point should be chC!C.ked with your designer. 

• re the de lgn based n the real lev l~ of nergy used by off! e equlpm.ent? 

• How Illa t h! determ.lned (and was the way 11 ceptal>le to you)? 

• llor what temperature ronge Is the air-condlti.oning syst m designed? 

(Remember that air-condltionin ma net be necessar if wmking temperatures 

o around is· · In warm weather, om.I overheating on a few da s each year, 

are accepta ble.) 

• Ha natura l or meehanical ventllatfon been con idered as an alternaliv 

to air-conditioning? 

• Is air-conditioning needed throughout the building or just in a few areas where 

overheating occurs? (Partial air-conditioning could be installed in such areas.) 

./ 
0 
0 

0 

D 

D 
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Item 

Personal computers 

and monitors 

PPrsonal comp11tPTs 

Monitors 

Laser printers 

Photocopiers 

Facsimile machines 

Vending machines 

MANAGING ENERGY USE 

4 PURCHASING OR RENTING EQUIPMENT 

Decisions about purchasing office equipment are 

often made by the individuals who will be using 

the equipment. Such staff are not normally 

experienced buyers, and often have limited 

resources to investigate the purchase or operation. 

The purchasing process 

When purchasing or renting office equipment you 

will, as a matter of course, compare price and 

5pecific"tion hetween rliffe rent mam1facture" "nrl 

modcl5. To determine which item5 meet your 

specification and price, as well as being more energy 

efficien t, ask the suvplier ur uiauufacturer tu I-Jruvi<le: 

• the average power consumed under typical 

operational conditions (to be specified) 

• the peak or nameplate power rating 

• the stand-by energy consumption 

• the means of setting stand-by 

• the recovery times from each stand-by and 

whether rebooting is needed. 

Always purchase the most energy efficient units you 

can, and ensure that the equipment returns from 

stand-by quickly to minimise wasted staff time. 

Research into office equipment has also shown that 

average power consumption can vary substantially 

Some examples of average power loads and energy 

saving features are shown in table 2. 

Energy efficient office equipment need be no more 

expensive than less efficient alternatives. Features 

which usually make equipment more energy 

efficient include the following: 

Personal computers 

• mnnitnr c;;rrf'Pn c;;i7po;; nn l<lrePr th<tn nPce-c;;c;;<try 

• monochrome monitors, if acceptable for the 

range of work. 

Printers 

• on-demand fixing of toner if the machine's 

speed is acceptable 

• low melting point toner. 

Photocopiers 

• low-power facilities or switch-off when not in 

use for a specified period; the copier will need 

to warm up after an automatic switch off - so 

ensure the delay time is cost effective in its use 

of staff time 

• easy-to-use stand-by switch where the machine 

can be switched to stand-by mode manually 

• double-sided copying, protecting the 

between otherwise similar items of equipment, even environment by saving both timber and the 

from the same manufacturer. Such differences should energy needed to make additional paper (but 

be identified at the time of purchase. not if this requires wasting costly staff time) 

The average and stand-by consumption levels will 

determine which units are most efficient for your 

requirements. 

• low melting point toner powders. 

Fax machines 

• auto-turn off features: adopting standby modes 

after 15 minutes of idling can reduce average 

energy use by up to 90%. 
Office equipment ~election criteria 

Average power Stand-by energy Target 
consumption consumptions recovery times 
(watts) obtainable (watts) (seconds) 

I \ 
._ 

120 30-45 almost immediate I \ -40 20-::10 almost immediate 

~'~ 80 10-15 almost immediate 

90-130 20-30 30 

120-1000 30-250 30 

30-40 10 almost immediate 

350·700 300 can be almost 
~ 

immediate 

Table 2 Examples of average power loads and energy saving levels that can be achieved 

I 
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PURCHASING OR RENTING EQUIPMENT 

Energy Star 

There are a number of energy saving standards met 

by manufacturers of energy efficient office 

equipment in various countries, but perhaps the 

most common of these is the 1993 Energy Star 

scheme, promoted by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA). This is usually awarded to 

units with less than 30 watts of energy consumption 

on stand-by, and a quick restart. However, some 

Energy Star models achieve much lower energy use 

on stand-by than others. Energy Star equipment has 

become widely available in the UK. 

double the energy use levels achievable from nightly 

switching off a typical non-Energy Star unit. 

If Energy Star equipment is purchased, you should 

remind staff that it still needs to be switched off 

at night. 

Energy Star equipment will still use some energy at 

night if not switched off, so additional manual or 

automatic management is still needed. Without such 

additions, the annual energy use would still be 

PURCHASING OR Rl!NTING CHECKLIST 

Average power consumption 

To ensure comparative tenders, you must 

define average power consumption in your 

purchase specification. The following wording 

may be useful: 

'The average power load is the typical average 

power consumed while the unit is fully 

operational and not in any stand-by, reduced 

power or "off" mode.' 

llollow these t p When purchasing er renting office cq u pmem. 

elect equipment meellng yout · spC!Clfll!~tion and In your prr , range. 
btaln quotations to Include the followtng details~ 

.! 
• Levels of energy used in tarld·by 0 
• Recovery time t opetatienal tatc 0 
• verag • pow r consumption in use, stating h coudlt lon of use D 
• an the equipment work at h igh •r r om t nperatures? v~ · D NO Cl 
• Wi ll extra room cooling b needed to reach optimum working temp1m1ture? VI' LJ NO 0 
• Do energy efficiency features need setting after dellvery? V~~~ D NO D 
• Are energy efficiency features easily set by the user? yr, · D NO D 

I 



MANAGING ENERGY USE 

5 ENERGY USED BY OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

'IWJlcal consumption figures 
Monitors 

• 10-15 W (stand-by) 

• 80 W (average) 

PCs 

• 20-30 W (stand-by) 

• 40 W (average) 

\1\.1·1\ 

Personal computers (PCs) typically account for two

thirds of the energy used by office equipment Their use 

has doubled since the early 1990s, and it is estimated 

that by the year 2000 there will be at least one PC on 

every desk. PCs are often left on all day, although they 

are typically used for only a few hours or less. 

A typical PC (including monitor) left on for 24 hours 

each day can use £60 or more of energy per year. 

Turned off at night and weekends, the same units will 

only use around £15 of energy per year. This amount 

can be reduced by a further £10 or more by adopting 

simple energy management techniques. In an office 

of 100 PCs, annual energy cost savings could be 

around £5000 from the equipment alone, and £7500 

to £10 000 if sited in an air-conditioned office. 

Two-thirds of the energy used by a typical PC is 

consumed by the monitor. This can be considerably 

I 

,. .. 

En•rv •flicleftc>r options 
• Switch off monitors at lunchtime or when 

the user is away from the desk. This saves 

two-thirds of the energy used by the PC 

and monitor. 

• Leave the monitor switched off if PCs 

have to be switched on all day. 

• Use quieter laptop computers wherever 

convenience, specification and price 

permit - these are the originators of the 

low energy technology now found in PCs. 

reduced by manually switching the monitor off when 

not in use, or by using monitors that go into low 

power mode after a period of inactivity. 

Most monitors include screen savers. Although 

primarily intended to prolong screen life, they can be 

used as an interim measure to achieve power 

reductions of 10-20%. Recovery is almost immediate. 

Far greater reductions are usually obtained from other 

energy saving features, and it is on these that good 

management should be concentrated. 

Such simple measures can save 80% and more of 

the energy costs incurred if machines were left on 

for 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
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ENERGY USED BY OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

PRINTERS 

'fWllcal consumption figures 

Laser printers 

• 20-30 W (stand-by) 

• 90-130 W (average*) 

Ink-jet printers 

• 20-30 W (stand-by) 

• 40-80 W (average) 

Dot-matrix printers 

• 20-30 W (stand-by) 

• 30-70 W (average) 

• All models have different capabilities and power use, 

but there is a ra11ge over which most are found 

Laser printers 

Laser printers apply toner to an electrostatic charge 

on the paper which is then heated to fix the toner. 

They generally use a little less than the energy used 

by a PC with a monitor, mainly for fusing the 

toner. Usually they have fans that operate 

continuously. 

A laser printer without a stand-by facility and 

operating 8 hours a day for 5 days a week will use 

£15 of electrical energy per year. If not switched off 

at night or at weekends, the annual costs will 

increase to nearly £60 per year. 

\ 
\ 

or-----~---···· f I .. ... .... .. .. ............ 
~ 

Ink jet printers 

Ink jet printers spray tiny jets of ink on to the paper, 

and usually print fewer copies per minute than all but 

the slowest laser printers. They generally cost less and 

use Jess energy than laser printers. However, 

consumables and servicing, as well as energy costs, 

should be considered when comparing overall 

running costs. Some high-quality colour printers may 

use almost as much energy as laser printers. 

Dot matrix printers 

Dot matrix printers apply ink, as a series of dots, 

from a ribbon by impact with the paper, and tend 

to produce poorer quality prints than the other 

two. There is a tendency towards choosing ink jet 

rather than dot matrix printers. 

Energy efficiency options 

• Use ink jet rather than laser printers. 

• Share printers among (networked) staff. 

• Only switch on the printer when required. 

• Use electronic mail. 

I 
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ENERGY USED BY OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

PHOTOCOPIERS 

TYPfcal consumption figures 

• 30-250 W (stand-by) 

• 120-1000 W (in use average) 

• Recovery from stand-by: 30 seconds for 

copiers up to 20 copies/min and 1-2 min 

Low melting point toners 

Photocopiers and printers are now available which 

use a low melting point toner. This has a number 

of benefits: 

• the warm-up time for the machine is reduced, 

lessening any wasted staff time 

• a faster recovery from stand-hy modP ran he 

for units above 20 copies/min achieved 

Photocopiers create an electrically charged 

image of the original on the paper and this 

attracts toner povvder, adhering it to the i!nage 

area. Most of the energy used is for heating the 

fuser unit, usually a drum, and fixing the toner 

permanently to the paper. 

Photocopiers are normally left on all day, but 

are only used for part of the time. If an average 

sized photocopier is Jett on all day and copies 

for 2091> of the time, it will account for about 

£350 of energy per year. About half of this 

energy is non-productive - it is being used to 

keep the photocopier sufficiently warm for 

immediate use. 

Older photocopiers can take a long time to 

warm up and often need to be left on all day. 

Staff time and costs can be wasted, 

far in excess of any energy savings, if 

units fall back into stand-by mode 

too often and take too long to 

reactivate, even if this is only a 30 

second delay. Some wasted staff time 

is inevitable to enable the fusing unit 

to heat up to operational 

temperature, but you need to choose 

easy-to-reset units with both low 

stand-by consumption and fast 

restart times to save costs overall. 

I 

• less energy is used during copying or printing. 

Ener6'Y efficient photocopiers are normally no 

more expensive than less efficient alternatives. 

Savings of up to 40o/o can be achieved !n th!s 1·vay. 

Energy efficiency options 

• Make sure that the copier is switched off 

out of office hours. 

• Use energy saving features such as stand

by switches if they are installed. 
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ENERGY USED BY OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

VENDING MACHINES 

Typlcal consumption figures 

• 300 W (stand-by) 

• 350-700 W (average) 

Vending machines can contain a boiler to heat the 

water for drinks and/or a chiller. 

The energy used depends on: 

• the insulation of cases - good insulation 

minimises heat losses or gains 

• internal temperature settings within the 

required health limits 

• evaporation losses 

• internal lighting, compressors, pumps and fans 

• size of heat exchanger area. 

Vending machines are currently available with 

energy saving features allowing them to: 

• heat water only as it is required 

• store a minimum quantity of water 

• memorise the usage patterns and heat water 

accordingly 

• reduce the temperature of the stored water from 

90'C to 70'C (known as power saving mode). 

Energy efficiency options 

• Switch on only when needed - a simple 

timer could be used. 

• Provide a kettle for out-of-hours use if 

the main use is during the day. 

Energy efficient vending machines need be no 

more expensive to rent but will cost less to operate. 

If left on continuously, a typical vending machine 

may cost about £400 per year in total energy costs. 

FACSIMILE MACHINES 

'fypical consumption figures 

• 10 W (stand-by) 

• 30-40 W (average) 

Facsimile (fax) machines generally use either thermal 

or plain paper. The former print the image on to 

heat sensitive paper, while plain paper machines 

use ink jet or laser technology to print the image. 

Fax machines usually need to be available for 

24 hours a day, but may operate for less than 5% 

of this time. Therefore it is important to choose 

a machine with a low stand-by energy rating. 

Generally, ink jet machines have lower energy 

consumption and lower costs for paper and ink. 

Plain paper fax machines have lower running costs 

than those using thermal paper; the paper is also 

cheaper and has the advantage of not fading. 

Energy efficiency options 

• Avoid the use of cover pages whenever 

possible. These account for a quarter of 

all fax transmissions. 

• Re-use paper whenever possible. (It is 

important to check whether this is 

acceptable to the machine.) 

• Use electronic mail whenever possible. 

I 

COMBINED EQUIPMENT 

Combined printers, fax 

machines and copiers are 

now widely available. These 

can make a significant 

impact on energy 

consumption as only one 

machine is required instead 

of three, cutting energy 

consuming stand-by time. 

However, average 

consumption and stand-by 

levels for the whole 

machine need to be 

checked to ensure savings. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND CHECKLIST 

CONCLUSION 

If office equipment is purchased and managed to 

minimise energy use without any detrimental 

effect to operation, substantial energy cost savings 

can be achieved for little or no financial outlay. It 

is essential that energy saving features are part of 

the specification. Further cost savings are obtained 

in air-conditioned buildings - energy efficient 

equipment produces less heat and thus less energy 

is needed to cool it. 

Can you afford not to prepare and introduce a 

clear policy for your organisation on energy 

efficient office equipment, perhaps as part of your 

energy policy? 

Do )'OU have a policy on the purchase or rental of energ)' efficient office equipment? 

• If not, consider the benefits of a policy and its value to you. 

Does tile policy require suppliers to specify t/Je avemxe power co11sumptio11 of office 

equipment when in use and in stand-b)' mode? 

• If not, reconsider - these will be needed to compare products. 

Does the policy require installation of air-conditioning to take into account the real 

energy consumption of office equipment? 

• If not, reconsider - now that office equipment accounts for 20% of energy costs, 

the real heat gains should no longer be ignored. Overdesigned, inefficient 

systems can be costly. 

Is the policy communicated to all employees who are responsible for the purchase and 

operation of office equipment or air cooling S)'Stems? 

• If not, consider a simple awareness programme - simple no-cost measures 

can reduce fuel bills by 20%. 

Does the policy require office equipment to be turned off overnight and at weekends? 

• If not, reconsider - this simple measure can save 75% of the energy costs. 

Are energy saving features on office equipment enabled? 

• If not, why not? 

I 
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APPENDIX 

The following typical design example shows how 

designing the air-conditioning to deal with the real 

heat gains from office equipment can reduce the 

capital costs of air-conditioning by 20%, and the 

running costs by 20% each year. 

Administrative staff of an organisation are to be 

housed in a new, open plan office of area 2150 m2 

over six floors. Typical working hours are: 10 hours 

per day, five days per week, 52 weeks per year. The 

building is constructed to meet Building 

Regulations and is of traditional construction. 

Full air-conditioning is installed using a constant 

air velocity (CAV) cooling system. The system 

consists of chillers, condensers, air-handling fans 

and circulating pumps. 

Using traditional methods of calculating the 

cooling requirements for office equipment, the 

building cooling load would be assessed at 275 kW. 

Assessing the gain from office equipment as 

recommended by this Guide and by Energy 

Consumption Guide 35 'Energy efficiency in 

offices - small power loads' (ECON 35, available 

from BRECSU), with its guidance on assessing 

power demands of office equipment, gives a 

cooling demand of 179 kW. 
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APPENDIX 

• Using the 275 kW capacity load, a chiller with 

a 284 kW maximum load (the nearest next

sized chiller) would be selected. This would 

have a power consumption of 96 kW. 

Alternatively, using the 179 kW capacity load, 

a chiller could be selected with a 179 kW 

maximum load and a power consumption of 

60kW. 

• The fans required consume 86 kW for the 

284 kW maximum load and 56 kW for the 

179 kW maximum load. Power consumption 

by the circulating pumps tends to be 

proportional to the maximum load. 

Gains: 

• a capital cost saving of over £8000 

(20% of costs) 

• an energy running cost saving of nearly £5000 

per year (2091> of costs) 

• over a lifetime of, say, 15 years, savings of 

over £80 000. 

The calculation of these figures is summarised below. 

Seasonal variation in cooling has been ignored to 

simplify this example. 

·Savings from an atr~cooditiooing system 
. _ _ b~ed on real office equipment loads 

Traditional Load calculation 

load calculation using current guidance Savings 

Cooling demand 284kW 179 kW 

Initial capital costs: 

Chillers and condensers £24 000 £21000 £3000 

Air handling units £15 700 £10 500 £5200 

Pumps £475 £375 £100 

Totals £40 175 £31 875 £8300 

Running costs each year: 

Chillers and condensers £9400 £9400 nil 

Air handling units £13 400 £8700 £4700 

Pumps £340 £170 £170 

Totals £23 140 £18 270 £4870 

Lifetime costs over 15 years £387 275 £305 925 £81 350 

I 

Table 3 Summary of the example 

of potential savings from 

correctly sized air-conditioning 
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For further Information on: 
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0

EnquHies Bureau 
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Garston, Walford, wo2 7'JR 
Tel 01923 664258 
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understand the use aM costs of heating. hghtlng etc. 
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